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                Your Complete

Animal Imaging Solution            

        
                    
                Improving animal care through confidence in diagnostic imaging
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                 Featured Product            

        
                    
                 ExaPad Veterinary Ultrasound Scanner            

        
                    
                
We provide a wide range of ultrasound scanners for the small animal, farm animal and equine markets.
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                Welcome to IMV imaging’s new online CPD system!            

        
                    
                Have you registered yet? It’s free… All the excellent value, practical imaging courses you know and love are back, but in a new online system for viewing and booking the courses.
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                Why IMV Imaging?            

        
                    
                The veterinary world is ever-changing and pet owners have never had higher expectations from their practices. We can provide your team with the right tools to carry out more efficient imaging, through innovative equipment, expert resource and support, and education through our CPD courses.            

            


            
            




        

    





    
                    
                Our key solutions            

        
                    
                All of our equipment is designed and manufactured in-house by our team of engineers or sourced through our relationships with the world’s leading veterinary healthcare and imaging providers.            

            


            
    





    
        
                    
                Innovators in veterinary imaging            

        
                    
                Through the years, we have chosen to be pioneers of industry.

IMV imaging developed the first imaging product of its kind. Water resistant, wearable ultrasound scanners that allowed our customers to view their scanning images through a head mounted display. Since the product’s release we have continued to utilise our team of experts and global relationships to bring the best and most robust technology to the veterinary industry. 
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            What our clients say?        
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                    IMV Academy                

            
                            
                    Capturing and interpreting diagnostic images takes skill and confidence, which is why learning has always been at the heart of IMV.                
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